
QVC ANALYSIS OF THE CABLE SHOPPING

QVC is known as the leading home shopping network. Every day, they nationwide, broadcasting 24 hours a day through
cable and local television stations.

In there were about channels available per household. It required much deeper and more dedicated work to get
there than standard syndicated data packages. We needed a lower degree of latency than going external would
impose. We can make relatively quick changes on what's selling. Many shoppers have migrated largely to
Internet shopping and continue to stick with QVC anyway. In terms of video reach, the two will access more
than million TV homes globally. HSN's stock had fallen by more than 50 percent in the two years through
Wednesday, lowering the acquisition cost and making the 29 percent premium attractive to the target's
investors. QVC's domestic business already generates earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and
amortization in excess of 20 percent of sales. Goodnough says the cross-functionality is helping QVC provide
an optimized, multi-channel customer experience. It may seem quaint, but it is in fact a sophisticated
data-driven operation that leverages real-time streaming analytics to help it make decisions that it can act upon
within moments. Read more: Who are the biggest losers in the Comcast merger? This November, QVC
celebrates its 30th year since its first broadcast, with programming still continuing in front of a live audience.
QVC is stronger in fashion and beauty, he said, while crediting HSN in areas like electronics, fitness and
health. HSN, another TV shopping network, trades at  For instance, by tracking weather by geographical
locations, it can do things like highlighting umbrellas in the Southeast and California during the recent periods
of heavy rain there. In the near term, though, it expects the cost savings to be small. Then there is Liberty
Interactive's group of Internet businesses, which have generated double-digit revenue growth in recent years
but may have been overlooked because they only generate modest cash flow. The companies also said they
hope to use Zulily, which QVC bought in , to drive younger customers to both brands. In January QVC started
streaming live video on Facebook,which it said reached approximately 15 million people. Both had long
moved beyond cable channels and were trying to refashion themselves for younger shoppers buying more on
their mobile phones. Are they your grandma, who just enjoys the UPS guy showing up on her doorstep? The
company began to build a loyal following in , long before the likes of Amazon or eBay appeared on the
Internet. The market research report includes: Historical data and analysis for the key drivers of this industry
A five-year forecast of the market and noted trends Detailed research and segmentation for the main products
and markets An assessment of the competitive landscape and market shares for major companies And of
course, much more IBISWorld reports on thousands of industries around the world. Email Burning the
midnight oil by late-night shopping? It has been easy not to notice QVC over the last several years. It found its
home on the internet with QVC. The company plans to operate the networks separately, so most of those
projected savings may have to come from renegotiating contracts with cable companies.


